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Abstract:

This research addresses the representation and development of anatomical structures with a
grammatical approach. The processes of embryological development provide insights into
the processes required to produce anatomical structures. The process of embryological
development is able to be explained as a series of splitting and merging of cells to form
structures. Translated to grammatical functions the embryological process is replicated in
this research providing a method for developing detailed creature anatomy that the present
approaches to creature generation do not account for.
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1. Introduction:

Procedural generation is an algorithmic method for content creation. Conventional methods
of content creation offer more control but are also time-consuming laborious processes.
The focus of this research is the procedural generation of creatures. The required
functionality of creature generation technique is to produce a variable organic morphology.
Present creature generation techniques do have the capabilities to produce variation in
surface morphology. However, the present techniques that allow for the most variation do
not account for underlying anatomical structures influencing the final morphology.
The goal of this research is to develop a method of creature generation that allows for
variable anatomical structures that are able to be used in creating detailed organic
morphologies.
To achieve this goal the following sub-problems have to be solved:
1. What are the primitive elements required to represent creature anatomy?
2. How can anatomical structures be represented?
3. What are the productions required for generating anatomical structures?
4. Can productions be reused for multiple structures?
5. How much variation does this technique allow for?

1.1. Approach:

The method implemented in this research uses a grammatical approach. To develop the
required functionality of this grammar the normal human anatomy is analysed. The analysis
will be looking for elements, structures and patterns. Embryology will also be analysed to
identify how anatomical elements, structures and patterns form. Once the analyses are
complete, the grammar is able to be developed an evaluated.
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1.2. Thesis Structure:

This thesis is divided into eight chapters:
1. Chapter one is the introduction and objectives of this research.
2. Chapter two includes the documentation of previous techniques used for generating
creatures.
3. Chapter three covers the anatomy analysis defining what insights it provides.
4. Chapter four includes the embryological analysis and how it relates to the
grammatical approach.
5. Chapter five discusses the development of the grammatical approach.
6. Chapter six outlines the details of the implementation.
7. Chapter seven presents and analyses the results.
8. Chapter eight concludes the thesis and presents a discussion of future work.

1.3. Contributions:

This research was able to contribute the following:
1. An analysis of anatomy and embryology.
2. Devised a grammatical approach based upon the analysis.
3. Representation of anatomical elements and structures with a grammatical
implementation.
4. Developed a set of productions that was able to generate a limb structure.
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2. Related Work:

Development of a solution for the generation of creature anatomy requires an analysis and
evaluation of present procedural modelling techniques. This analysis is primarily interested
in the techniques used by present methods to represent creature morphology. The
techniques within these methods that are capable of being expanded to represent creature
anatomy will be evaluated for flexibility and limitations.

2.1. Procedural Generation:

Procedural generation is the use of algorithms to generate content. The algorithms
employed are able to generate variance of content by changing the initial state of the system
in addition to the constraints, rules or modifying attributes of elements in the system.
Creature generation is specifically interested in generation of models with an organic
structure. The current field of creature generation does not have a large background of
research however exemplar and grammatical based techniques are able to be analysed
further by referring to other fields of procedural generation.

2.2. Creature Generation:

One strategy for generation of creatures involves the use of exemplars. Exemplars are preconstructed and often organised in parts, such as arm and legs, which are used as elements
in constructing new structures.
A method developed by Ali-Hamadi et al. (2013) involves the transferring of a human
reference anatomy to humanoid characters. The method by Ali-Hamadi et al. (2013) is
limited by the requirements of a highly detailed reference anatomy and the requirement of
a similar morphology onto which it can be transferred. The transferred anatomy is able to be
resized into interesting shapes but is limited to only being a humanoid structure. This
technique does provide insights into the representation requirements of anatomical
structure. However, the generation of new anatomical structures are not considered.
3

The game Spore (Wright, 2005) implemented a method of procedurally generating creatures
and animating them. This method relied upon the bodies of the creatures having a spinal
column that could be resized, and then attaching pre-constructed body parts. Although the
creature bodies generated in Spore are varied and effectively animated, Wright (2005) does
not address the potential for developing new body parts or the generation of animations
uniquely suited for each creature’s morphology.
The system of transferring animations between morphologies implemented in Spore uses a
system which takes key frame animations generated by an artist that is devoid of
morphology and uses an effective inverse kinematics solver to apply it to a specific
morphology (Hecker et al. 2008). Although the system used by Hecker et al (2008) allows for
the animation of wildly varying morphologies, it does not optimise or generate movements
based upon the creature’s morphology; rather it applies a generalised form of motion. The
methods used within Spore were developed with the consideration of how much impact
they would have on the performance of the game. Due to performance requirements, these
methods restrict the complexity of productions and the elements that are able to be used in
their creation.
An alternate technique to the above methods is the generation of content, including
creatures, which is referred to as a grammar. In the context of computer science, a grammar
is a mathematical representation of a system of refinement. Elements of the grammar are
represented as either individual symbols or collections of symbols. These elements of
grammar are governed by rules that replace or modify different components in a variety of
ways.
A method by Usai, Kovačič and Scateni (2013) provides an initial investigation into a
grammatical based approach to creature generation. The method suggested by Usai,
Kovačič and Scateni (2013) uses an open L-system with local and global constraints to model
different creatures. In addition Usai, Kovačič and Scateni (2013) allow for the variability of
superficial morphology. However, Usai, Kovačič and Scateni (2013) only provided preliminary
results and further research would be needed to establish the effectiveness of this method.
Research developed by Ilčík et al. (2010) uses grammars to develop a skeletal structure for
the animation of rigid bodies. One main contribution of the method by Ilčík et al. (2010) is a
technique that enables a splitting of an element in the skeletal structure of the model. This
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splitting used a hierarchical precedent that depended on whether the split was parallel or
sequential. Sequential splits would subdivide the entity, linking each new component onto
the previous one. Parallel splits link each new component onto the parent structure of the
original component. This approach by Ilčík et al. (2010) allowed the development of intricate
structures that could be easily manipulated. The development of creatures was not the goal
of this research however it did provide insight into a possible strategy for the generation of
new elements of a structure based upon hierarchical subdivision.
An implementation by Guo et al. (2014) uses a combination of exemplar and grammar based
techniques. Each of the exemplars are categorised according to their characteristics and
then recombined into new creatures. The categorisation involves organising all exemplars
together into similar properties such as grouping head models and arm models. The
grammar used in this implementation uses nodes representing a structure connected to
each other to form a potential creature. For example, a head node could connect to a leg
node. This technique allows for highly varied morphologies, however the results had some
limitations in visual quality as the individual models making up the creature were not
merged together. Another disadvantage of the method used by Guo et al. (2014) is the large
amount exemplars required to produce these varied results.
In conclusion, exemplar based techniques provide quick generation of new morphologies.
However, the use of exemplars is inappropriate for production of anatomical structures due
to their highly varied and complex nature. The present grammatical techniques for creature
generation do not consider the representation or generation of complex anatomical
structures. The ability for grammatical approaches, to represent basic anatomical structures
suggests that there is potential to expand from the present techniques. A further
investigation into grammatical methods of other procedural generation fields will provide a
useful framework.

2.3. Grammatical techniques:

A method by Prusinkiewicz (1986) provides one of the earliest forms of content generation
in computer science. The technique presented by Prusinkiewicz (1986) uses L-systems to
generate various forms of growth including vegetation. L-systems are a type of grammar that
5

uses symbols to form strings. Production rules are able to be applied to expand the symbols
of the string that form a larger string. L-systems are a type of grammar that uses symbols to
form strings. The string generated by the L-system is then traced by what is referred to as a
turtle to visualise the growth of the system. L-systems have been widely used for the
construction of biological life but have also been applied to the generation of city layouts
(Smelik et al. 2014).
Grammatical approaches have been used in the procedural modelling of buildings. A method
presented by Wonka et al. (2003) generates architecture through the use of a grammatical
approach referred to as a split grammar. The primary contribution of this technique was to
use primitive shapes and subdivide them into detailed structures. This involved the use of
elements in the grammar with parameters to represent shapes, styles, position and other
properties. Müller et al. (2006) extend the functionality of grammatical building generation
in the procedural modelling of buildings by using mass modelling and context sensitivity. The
technique by Müller et al. (2006) used a hierarchical system of elements to represent a
buildings structure. These elements had a volume property that when combined with the
context sensitivity of the technique allow for more complex detailing such as the removal of
inconsistent structures. Even though these techniques (Müller et al. 2006; Wonka et al.
2003) are producing vastly different results from creature generation, they still provide
insights into the usefulness of context sensitivity and parameterisation to allow for more
complexity.
An implementation by Christiansen and Bærentzen (2013) uses a small set of basic
productions applied to a primitive structure to generate models. The use of a small number
of general rules as the only productions enables the development of many different
structures that would otherwise be restricted to a specific area of procedural generation.
The technique by Christiansen and Bærentzen (2013) allows for the construction of terrain,
buildings, tress and even primitive looking creature structures. Though this technique is able
to produce many different structures but it is limited in the complexity that is able to be
applied due to the generalisation of production rules and elements in the grammar.
The use of parameterisation in present techniques to define attributes of grammar elements
will be useful for allowing the properties of anatomical structures to be represented.
Furthermore, context sensitivity has been used to represent connectivity of elements and
6

allow production rules to be applied to these connections. The connectivity requirements to
represent an anatomy would require the use of context sensitivity. Splitting of elements
provides a method to refine elements within the grammar into structures. By using splitting,
a non-terminal element could be defined for an arm, which at a later stage could be refined
into anatomical structures depending on the production rule applied to it.
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3. Anatomy analysis:

In order to identify the appropriate functionality required for grammatical implementation,
it is necessary to analyse human anatomical structures. Human anatomy is the focus of this
investigation as it has a large background of research and is a commonly used morphology in
games. One interest of this analysis is the potential identification of patterns in anatomical
structures of the human anatomy. This analysis explores the possibility of defining
production rules that are able to be used in the formation and construction of different body
parts and the connection and placement of different muscle groups. Defining these
production requirements will enable insights into the potential construction of a grammar
with highly varied morphologies.

3.1 Skeletal Structures:

Illustrations and descriptions provided by Martini and
Nath (2008) demonstrate multiple patterns in bone
structures. The vertebral column is a skeletal structure
consisting of vertebrae, the sacrum and the coccyx. In
this structure the vertebrae stand out due to their
repetitive nature. Each vertebra share a similar
structure only varying slightly in shape, size and
proximity to other skeletal structures. The vertebral
column is subdivided into five vertebral regions
consisting of the cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral and
coccygeal as shown in Figure 1. Cervical vertebrae are
located in the neck, thoracic vertebrae are connected
to the thoracic cage, and the lumbar set is all the
vertebrae between the thoracic vertebrae and the

Figure 1: Spinal Column
Illustration (Keith Bridwell 2013)

sacrum (Martini & Nath 2008). The sacral and coccygeal regions are the outliers, as they do
not consist of vertebra but are the product of fused vertebrae (Martini & Nath 2008). The
sacrum and coccyx share some similarities to other vertebrae, but they remain distinct in
structure.
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Similarly to the spinal column the thoracic cage has a
repetitive structure consisting of a set of ribs connected to
the thoracic vertebrae and the sternum (Martini & Nath
2008). There are two exceptions in the rib cage that are
connected to the vertebrae but not the sternum; these are
the eleventh and twelfth rib referred to as floating ribs. The
thoracic cage varies in diameter; it is smallest at the first rib
and widens per rib pair until it doesn’t make a connection
to the sternum with the two sets of floating ribs.

Figure 2: (Rib Cage - Anterior or
Front View 2012)

The arms and legs have similar bone structures.
Both limbs begin with a single bone, the
humerus in the arm and the femur in the leg.
Each limb is connected to the torso via a ball and
socket joint, with a hinge joint articulating the
humerus or femur with the rest of the respective
limb bones. Both the lower leg and the forearm
consist of two bones interconnected via a pivot
joint; the tibia and fibula bones in the leg and
the radius and ulna bones in the arm (Martini &
Nath 2008).
The hand and feet have distinct variances in
shape; however the structures are very similar,
both consist of three subsets of bones. The
hands and feet both have a group of bones
referred to as the carpal bones for the hand and
the tarsal bones for the feet. The tarsal bones
form the ankle of the foot, and the carpals
connect with the radius and ulna to form the
wrist. The tarsal and carpal bones connect to the
metatarsal and metacarpal bones respectively.
The metatarsals form the sole of the foot and the

Figure 3: Human Skeleton
(Villarreal 2007)
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metacarpals form the palm of the hand. These metatarsals and metacarpals connect to
phalanges. In the case of the foot the phalanges form the toes and in the case of the hand
these form the fingers (Martini & Nath 2008). The carpals and tarsals will be the most
difficult to reproduce due to their multiple connections and proximity to each other,
however the metatarsal and metacarpal similarities and consistent connection to phalanges
is reproducible with grammatical productions. A key difference between the hands and feet
are that the metatarsals in the foot are long and the phalanges are short whereas in the
hand the metacarpals are shorter and the phalanges are longer. It should also be noted that
the phalanges for the thumb and big toe are similar to each other but distinct from all the
other phalanges by not having a middle phalanx bone (Martini & Nath 2008).
Joints between bones fall within three different categories, a synarthrosis is an immovable
joint, an amphiarthorsis is a slightly movable joint and a diarthrosis is a movable joint
(Martini & Nath 2008). A diarthrosis or a synovial joint is further subdivided into the types of
movement available to the joint. There are six types of synovial joints which include gliding,
hinge, pivot, ellipsoid, saddle and ball and socket. A single joint is able to have multiple
bones forming its structure. The elbow is a hinge joint formed by the radius, ulna and
humerus. Joint structure connections could be represented as parameters of entities that
refer to the bones forming the joint.
The skull, jaw, sacrum, coccyx, shoulder blades and hip bones have complex structures that
are unique. Each of these bones has a specialised functionality in the case of the skull; one of
its defining features is the cavity to house the brain and a complex facial structure. The hip
bones serve as a base structure that doesn’t move, whereas the shoulder blades serve as a
guiding structure as it slides above the back of the ribcage (Martini & Nath 2008).

3.2 Muscular Structures:

The study of skeletal muscles is used to construct a more detailed and controlled
morphology of creatures.
The work of Martini and Nath (2008) is referred to again for this study and they provide ways
to categorise muscles by muscle fibre, otherwise known as a fascicle, arrangement and
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classes of leverage. Martini and Nath (2008) also provide information on the major muscles
structure in the human body which is able to be further analysed.
There are four major groups of muscles categorised by fascicle arrangement; parallel,
convergent, pennate and circular (Martini & Nath 2008). Each of the four major groups could
be used a basis for defining the requirements of the grammatical representation. In parallel
muscles all the fascicles are aligned parallel to the axis of motion in the muscle. Convergent
muscles consist of fascicles that originate from unique locations but converge on one point.
Pennate muscles consist of a tendon or tendons with fascicles connected at an angle.
Circular muscles have fascicles arranges in a looped structure forming a ring (Martini & Nath
2008).
Due to the physical differences in muscular structure and functionality a combination of
parameterisation and context sensitivity could be used to represent different muscle types
in the grammar. For example, a muscle could be represented as a node that has parameters
defining the amount the muscle is able compress and force the muscle it is able to exert. The
muscle structure is then able to be further defined partly by the differing parameters and
also by the related position and number of connections to that muscle.

Figure 3: Muscular System (Stovall 2013)
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Muscles are often connected to bone structures to control movement of the body however
they are also connected to other muscles. For example, the mouth is controlled by a circular
muscle that is connected to other muscles. The combined action of the mouth muscles
results in the many comparable facial movements in both humans and other creatures with
similar facial structures.
The similarities between skeletal structures in the arms and legs are also able to be seen
between the muscular structures but not to the same degree. Both the arms and legs start
with a ball socket joint but the muscles that control the bones on either side of the joint are
more specialized for forward momentum in the legs and multiple axes in the arm. The legs
are capable of multiple axes of motion however they are able to exert the most force in the
posterior and anterior directions and the muscular structures of the leg reflect this.
The hands and feet have similar muscular structures as well, however they differ in
specialisation. The hand is controlled by two major muscle groups located in the forearm,
and this structure is also able to be observed in the lower leg. The posterior and anterior
muscles controlling the hand have tendons that are connected to the same muscle but
connected to each individual digit (Martini & Nath 2008). Similarly to the hand, the posterior
and anterior muscles are also located in the lower leg but differ in that the anterior muscle
on the lower leg connects to each digit of the foot and is responsible for movement of the
toes, while the posterior muscle connects to the calcaneus or ankle bone (Martini & Nath
2008). Differences in specialisation of muscle movements allows for a more varied degree of
control in the hand and a stronger downward force levered from the toes in the foot. The
similarities between the arms and legs suggest some productions are able to be reused;
however a method to allow specialisation will have to be implemented to account for
specialised structures.
With muscles, the joints and range of motion in the components and substructures are the
defining factor. A hinge joint for example only has one axis of motion and as such has two
major muscle groups on either side of the muscle that governs its motion. Ball and socket
joints have multiple muscle groups that allow for multiple axis of motion however the
degree in motion is limited by the depth of the socket rather than the muscles moving it.
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3.3 Conclusion

Bones and muscles in the human body vary greatly. To represent all the different elements
the use of parameterisation is appropriate. Parameters of elements are able to be used to
represent shape, position, function, names and connectivity. Parameters are able to ensure
a production only applies to specific elements such as an extension of the metacarpals.
The intricate connectivity between elements not only supports the need for
parameterisation it also suggests that context sensitivity will be needed for allowing
productions to affect structures rather than individual elements.
Some structures such as the skull and hips are complex in nature and may prove difficult to
represent with the use of grammars. The problem could be resolved with special
productions implemented to represent these structures.
The fully developed human anatomy does not provide enough information as to how it is
formed, however it has the ability to potentially be used as a way to assess a generated
morphology. To define how the formations in the body develop a study into embryology is
the next step, as processes that are able to be related to a grammatical approach may be
found.
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4. Embryological Analysis:

The investigation into the embryological development of human anatomy has the primary
goal of identifying processes that are able to be represented as grammatical functions. Key
areas of this analysis focus on bone and skeletal muscle structures, the identification of
specialisation in anatomy analysis and any new special embryological process that could be
difficult to reproduce.
An interesting observation of this research is that no previous techniques refer to
embryology for creature generation. Therefore, the previous deficiency of interest in
embryological processes supports the establishment of a new area of research in procedural
generation.

4.1. Skeletal Development:

The initial stages of the embryo are as a cell that undergoes mitosis to form more cells that
eventually develop into different body structures (Webster & De Wreede 2012). One of the
key structures formed that has an influential role on the rest of the body development are
somites. The formation of each somite is dependent on clumps of progenitor cells, known as
somitomeres, which converge on either side of the midline in an embryo. During the first
few weeks, somites are arranged in pairs along the midline of the body. Somite pairs, in later
stages of the embryological development, form the peripheral nervous system and
vertebrae. After five weeks of growth all the somites have formed and are able to be
categorised by the vertebrae they will eventually become.
Somites play a key role in the formation of many structures of the body. The initialisation of
limb development starts from the cervical somites emitting progenitor cells that will later
form the limbs (Buckingham et al. 2003). The initialisation of the skeletal structure also starts
with the somites and somitomeres.
After cervical somites completely develop, a limb bud forms from the somites along the
posterior of the embryo. The structure of the limb bud is subdivided into cellular
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distributions. These cellular divisions will, in later stages of development, form the major
sections of the arms and legs (Buckingham et al. 2003).
By using the process of arm growth as an example, the cells closest to the somites will form
the clavicle and the scapula. The next parts of the limb bud will form the humerus, then the
radius and ulna and the end of the limb bud will form the hand. Each of these stages forms
sequentially and after enough of the limb bud has developed these sections start forming
into the structures of the arm (Hall & Miyake 2000).
Furthermore, it is possible to identify special cases in the anatomy analysis, such as the skull,
which are able to be addressed in the embryological development process (Sambasivan,
Kuratani & Tajbakhsh 2011). The formation of the skull, as with the limbs, begins with
somites. Somites release cells that refine into mandibular structures. These mandibular
structures twist and merge together to form the craniofacial features of the skull. Specific
development processes of the skull, suggest the feasibility of using a grammatical approach.
However, the use of developmental processes will need to allow for entries that connect
together to form more complex structures.
The development of the rib cage follows this same process of subdivision then merging. To
begin with the somites initiate the development of each rib. As the ribs grow they attach to
each other anteriorly to form the sternum and a completed the ribcage structure (Webster
& De Wreede 2012).

4.2 Muscular Development:

The formation of muscular structures is similar to the development of skeletal structure
even in the special cases identified in the anatomy analysis. As with the skeletal
development in the limb, muscular structures are formed from subdivisions of the limb bud
initialised by the somites.
Taking the upper arm as an example, the biceps start as a formation of cells originating at
the shoulder and connecting to the forearm. As the limb bud grows, more cells start to grow
and merge into the developing structure (Buckingham et al. 2003). The muscle begins to take
form from the origin to the insertion.
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The muscular structures of the face have a similar development process to the skeletal
structures (Sambasivan, Kuratani & Tajbakhsh 2011). The pharyngeal arches carry cells that,
in later stages development, form and position the facial muscles (Sambasivan, Kuratani &
Tajbakhsh 2011). As each of the pharyngeal arches twist and merge so do the progenitor
cells of the muscles. The merging of progenitor cells forms the ring muscle of the mouth and
the facial muscles of the skull.

4.3 Conclusion:

Because the development of the muscular structures is similar to the development of the
skeletal structures the same production requirement are able to be reused for both muscles
and bones. Generalising the productions is beneficial for the development of the
grammatical approach as it allows for more user control over the processes used to develop
a creature.
Somite structures play a key role in the development of anatomy as they release progenitor
cells for many parts of the body. The process of somite formation and refinement fits
perfectly with the framework of grammars. By using grammar elements to represent
somites, progenitor elements are able to be created from the somite elements and refined
to form anatomical structures. Parameters of somite elements are able to be used to define
the progenitor refinements to be applied to each somite ensuring that productions are able
to be reused.
The nature of progenitor cells forming into structures is able to be replicated as a process of
merging elements of a grammar. Merging would take place after enough progenitor
elements have been refined. The complex cases of anatomy such as the skull and looped
muscular structures are now able to be addressed as a series of progenitor cell
developments and merging.
As defined in combination with the anatomical analysis, the embryological development of
creatures suggests that the grammatical approach will need the following functionality:


Parameterisation
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o Allows for entities to be defined by their variables and for those variables to
be potentially acted upon.



Context Sensitivity
o Enable entities to be connected to each other and for those connections to be
acted upon



Splitting
o Allows for the simulation of mitosis and the growth of structures such as the
somites



Merging
o Allows for more complex structures such as the skull and rib cage to form.
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5. Grammar Development:

As outlined by the previous chapters the functionality of the grammatical implementation
requires parameterisation, context sensitivity, splitting and merging. These are complex
functions that will need to be analysed in the context of each other to define how they are
able to interact.

5.1 Parameterisation:

Parameters in the elements of the grammars have the specific function of representing their
attributes. With parameterisation elements are able to have similar properties but still be
uniquely identified. Referring back to the anatomy analysis in Chapter 3 the vertebral
column was identified as a structure consisting of vertebra that could be categorised by their
position and proximity to other structures. With parameterisation the vertebral column
could be presented as twelve vertebrae elements with parameters to specify if they are
lumbar, thoracic or cervical.

5.2 Context sensitivity:

Context sensitivity is the ability for the elements in the grammar to have a relation with
other elements. The relation between elements is able to be acted upon using productions.
When productions interact with relations of elements, the grammar has the ability to work
with and build structures. With context sensitivity anatomical structures are able to be
represented. Taking the vertebral column as an example again, the connections between
vertebrae are also able be represented as a relationship between elements.
Parameterisation can be used as a way to implement context sensitivity. A relationship
between elements could represent a parameter of each element. Two elements could
represent a connection based upon each having an identification parameter and a
connection parameter. The connection parameter contains the identification of the other
element.
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For context sensitivity to be applied using parameters, functions will be needed to refer to
parameters within elements of a production. These functions would be used to allow
elements in a production to modify their values based on other elements within a
production. Due to the nature of elements in the grammar requiring parameters to
represent different semantics, a method for allowing the user to specify their own functions
would enable more user control and complex results.

5.3 Splitting:

Splitting is any form of subdivision in elements of the grammar. In the context of the
requirements of our approach, splitting is used primarily to represent growth. This process
function is comparable to cell division. Using the somites as an example, their formation is
brought about by the splitting of cells around the midline of the body.
Parameterisation is able to provide a way to allow for more complex interaction with
element splitting. If an element is given a position in a world the process of splitting it could
involve the new elements being positioned relative to the original. Other parameters could
affect more details of the new elements which could provide a way to allow elements to
generate specific structures. The use of parameters to initiate specific structure generation is
comparable to the somites releasing progenitor cells for the arms and legs.

5.4 Merging:

The process of merging involves multiple elements combining into a structure. A merge of
elements could be used to create a looped or layered structure. The combining of somites
to form the vertebrae would be a representable using a merging function. Muscular
structures growing from an origin and connecting to a bone or other muscle structure could
also be represented as a merging of elements.
Parameterisation and context sensitivity is able to be used as the framework for enabling
merging. Parameters provide a way to distinguish elements that need to be merged.
Context sensitivity is also able to inform the process of merging by requiring connections to
elements to form before a merging production can be applied.
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6. Implementation:

In order to take advantage of the structure used in the grammar, regular expression is used
to process the strings input into and generated by the program. This enables the grammar to
be more human friendly and allows more of the functionality of the grammar visible. It
should be noted that the efficiency of this implementation was not taken into consideration
when developing.
To establish how a user would generate a production an abstract form of how an input file
structured is needed. Because this implementation is attempting to be as general as possible,
there are only two major sections required for the input file. A rule section outlines all the
rules that will be used to produce the results and an axiom section, which simply states what
the axiom is, will be required for setting the initial sate of the system to be processed.
When a file has been loaded into the program the rules will start to be applied to the system.
Rules will execute from the first to the last loaded. Once all the rules have been executed
and no more rules are able to affect the production the system is at a terminal state and
does not process any further.

6.1. Parameterisation:

The initial direction taken for parameterisation was to construct a rigid set of parameters
that could be modified, however it was evident that this removed control from the user. An
approach that allowed the user to control not only the number of parameters but also the
names that define them was used as it allows for more variation of productions.
To enable parameterisation the following format is used:
{Parameter1:Value,Parameter2:Value|Value}

The curly brackets represent a node which is able to have multiple parameters defined
within. To remain as general as possible, no hard limit is set for the number of nodes or
parameters.
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Each parameter in the Node is divided by a comma. The name of the parameter is defined by
the string variable up to a colon, in the example given the node has two parameter names,
“Parameter1” and “Parameter2”. The value of each parameter is defined as any string
variable behind a colon and before the next parameter; in this example they would be
“Value” for Parameter1 and “Value|Value” for Parameter2.
To enable multiple data in one parameter field, the vertical bar is used to separate each
value, which is stored as a single string in the program but at a later stage is able to be
separated by a regular expression operation for use when needed.
Nodes are used to represent the rules and the axiom. Below is an example of a rule and the
defining of the axiom:
{ExampleRule:ExampleRule} = {ExampleRule:ExampleRule}
Axiom = {ExampleAxiom:ExampleAxiom}

To allow for more advanced control over rules and axioms, functions are introduced.
Functions are given the following format:
Function(Input1|Input0)

A function has the name of the function in front of a set a bracket that holds its input. If a
function has multiple inputs it is divided the same way as the multiple values of a parameter.
This format allows for the string of another parameter to be input directly into functions
brackets.
The current implementation required functions to be built into the program that executes
the grammar. Two of the functions return the value of node in a rule. These functions are
called LNode() and RNode() which operate on the left and right hand side of the rule
respectively. Both functions take in two inputs, the first input is a number that refers to the
node to look up and the second input refers to the parameter name of the values the
function will return. If the user required a rule to operate on a node but for the new node
constructed to use the same variables of the old node, the following code could be written:
{Name:Rule} = {Name:LNode(0|Name)}
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These functions are able to be used in conjunction with each other. For example, if you had a
rule that required one left hand side node to have a value in a parameter greater than that
of another left hand side node you could use the following code:
{Value:1}{Value:GreaterThan(LNode(0|Value))} = Do something

Parameters in the left hand side of a rule are also able to be set to a question mark. If a
parameter in a left hand side node has a question mark it simply means that the rule will
operate on that node as long as it had the parameter names to match. For example the
following code shows a rule that will operate as long as the node found has a Value
parameter name:
{Value:?} = Do something

Parameters of nodes in this implementation work as both storage of the system state but
also as a way for the rule functionality to be controlled.

6.2 Context Sensitivity:

This implementation does not have a set method by which to achieve context sensitivity.
Because the grammar is intended to be as general as possible, it is ultimately up to the user
how context sensitivity is achieved and whether it is even used.
One method that was used to produce results gives the nodes a parameter called “ID” where
each node is given a unique value for this parameter to identify it. An example of this is as
follows:
{Type:Node,ID:0}{Type:Node,ID:1}

In the above example there are two nodes that have an “ID” parameter with a unique
number. From this, context sensitivity can be achieved by simply adding another parameter
that refers to another node’s “ID”:
{Type:Node,ID:0,Connection:1}{Type:Node,ID:1,Connection:0}

In this example a parameter referred to as “Connection” is added to each node and given
the value of the other node’s “ID”. As context sensitivity is able to be achieved with the
parameters of nodes, productions are able to be applied.
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A production can be constructed that requires two nodes to have a connection parameter
that has a value equal to each other’s “ID” parameter. Below is an example of a production
that would activate given the two example nodes above.
{Type:?,ID:?,Connection:LNode(1|ID)}{Type:?,ID:?,Connection:LNode(0|ID)} = Do something

This rule is not concerned with the “Type” or the “ID” parameters of these nodes as long as
the “Connection” parameters refer to the other node’s “ID” then it will execute.

6.3. Splitting:

As with the context sensitivity, the way in which splitting is achieved is entirely up to the
user. In a basic form a split occurs when a rule takes one input from the left hand side and
constructs multiple nodes from it. Below is an example of a basic split rule:
{Node:Input} = {Node:Output}{Node:Output}

The results of this implementation use a technique where a node is found and two or more
nodes are constructed based upon the original nodes’ values.
Below is an example of a rule that executes on a node and makes it into two new nodes with
value based upon the original:
{Name:Body,Position:?} = {Name:UpperBody,
Position:LNode(0|Postion)}{Name:LowerBody,Position:Add(LNode(0|Position)|1)}

With this rule the two new nodes have based their position on the original node’s position.
The first new node constructed simply makes its position equal to that of the previous node
and the second node adds 1 to the previous node’s position.

6.4 Merging:

A merging rule is defined by any rule that takes two or more left hand side nodes and
produces a connection or combination of those nodes. Again how this is achieved is
ultimately up to the user and the convention they choose to implement.
Below is a simple merging operation:
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{Node:Node}{Node:Node} = {MergedNode:MergedNode}

This production finds two nodes that match its requirements and replaces it with a single
node.
Complexity can be achieved by combining parameters of multiple nodes or producing some
form of a connection between them. As an example of a merge, below is a function taking in
two nodes with positon parameters and using them to define a new node with a position
parameter equidistant from the prior nodes.
{Positon:?}{Postion:?} = {Postion:V2Mul(V2Add(LNode(0|Postion)|LNode(0|Postion))|0.5)}

The V2Add and V2Mull are vector mathematics functions that add and multiply vectors
respectively.
If the axiom was set as follows:
Axiom = {Positon:1.0|0.0}{Postion:0.0|1.0}

The program would terminate with the following output:
{Postion:0.5|0.5}

To simulate a connection forming between two nodes a parameter of the nodes can be
added or a new node that has parameters defining a connection could be used. For the
results of this implementation, a new node was used to represent the connection but this is
not a required convention.
Below is an example of a rule that will form a connection between two nodes:
{ID:?,State:0}{ID:?,State:0} =
{ID:LNode(0|ID),State:1}{ID:LNode(1|ID),State:1}{Connection1:RNode(0|ID),Connection2:RNode(1|ID)}

The state parameters in the nodes are there to prevent the rule from reactivating on the
nodes and creating an infinite amount of connections.
If the axiom was set as follows:
Axiom = {ID:0,State:0}{ID:1,State:0}

The program would terminate with the following output:
{ID:0,State:1}{ID:1,State:1}{Connection1:0,Connection2:1}
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The combination of these nodes could be used to represent two bone structures connected
together or even a connection between a muscular structure and a bone.

6.5 Extended Backus-Naur Form

To formally define the syntax of this implementation below is the extended Backus-Naur
form of this grammatical approach:
character = letter|digit|symbol|”_”;
string = {character};
function = string,”(“,{ string,”|”, string },”)” ;

parameter = {string |function};

parameterName = { string }

node = “{“,{parameterName,”:”, { parameter}|{”|”} }|”,”,”}”;
leftHandSide = {node};
rightHandSide = {node};
rule = leftHandSide, “=”,rightHandSide;
axiom = “Axiom = ”, {node};
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7 Results and Evaluation:

The results of this chapter are presented as both a grammar and a visualisation of the
grammatical productions.

Figure 4: Visualisation Legend presenting elements that will be used to visualise the
structures of the grammar.

7.1. Anatomical Structures:

Parameterisation was used to construct anatomical elements. Context sensitivity was used
to connect anatomical elements forming anatomical structures.
Two types of nodes are used in which are abstractly defined as structure nodes and
connection nodes. Structure nodes consist of any node that has the parameters “Type”,
“Name”, “ID” and “Position”. Connection nodes are any node that use “Type” “ID”
“Connection0” and “Connection1” parameters.
The “Type” parameter is used to represent what each node structure is expected to contain.
Visualisation of these elements uses the “Type” parameter to draw its structure. If an
element is of “Type” “Bone”, “Muscle” or “Joint” a blue, red or yellow circle will be drawn
respectively. If the element is of “Type” “MuscleConnection” or “Connection” a red or green
line will be drawn.
Nodes in this method have a “Name” parameter that is used to identify the structure they
represent. The connection nodes do not have a “Name” parameter because they only
represent articulation of structures.
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The “ID”, “Connection0” and “Connection1” parameters in the nodes are used to represent
connections. Each connection node has a “Conection0” and “Connection1” parameter that
contains a reference to the “ID” parameter of the nodes that the connection spans.
Visualisation uses the “Position” parameter of the nodes to draw the circles or lines
representing the elements of the grammar. Drawing the circle to represent a node requires
the use of the “Position” value to give it a location. The “Connection0” and “Connection1”
are used to look for the “ID” of the node they are connected to and draw a line spanning
each of the referenced nodes “Position” values.

Using this method an anatomical structure was produced, defined by the following grammar
axiom:
{Type:Bone,Name:Bone0,ID:0,Postion:2.0|0.0} {Type:Bone,Name:Bone1,ID:1,Postion:0.0|2.0}
{Type:Joint,Name:Joint0,ID:2,Postion:0.0|0.0} {Type:Muscle,Name:Muscle0,ID:3,Postion:2.0|2.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:4,Conection0:0,Connection1:2} {Type:Connection,ID:5,Conection0:1,Connection1:2}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:6,Conection0:3,Connection1:0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:7,Conection0:1,Connection1:3}

Figure 5: Visualisation of an anatomical structure using a grammatical approach.
The anatomical structure represented by this grammar has two bone elements articulated
by a joint element. A muscular structure is also defined by a muscle element that is
connected to each of the bone elements.
This result shows that this method has the benefit of allowing complex formations such as
musculoskeletal structures to be represented in grammatical form. Present grammatical
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techniques for creature generation do not consider the representation of musculoskeletal
structures.

7.2. Embryological Generation:

The process of embryological limb generation was produced via the use of parameterisation,
context sensitivity, splitting and merging. Parameterisation is used to distinguish the stages
of development and elements created. Context sensitivity is needed to allow relations of
elements to be acted on in forming complex structures. Splitting and merging are used to
grow elements and then form them into complex structures.
In conjunction with the method presented in section 7.1, the nodes used to represent
structures are modified to include two new parameters “Chem” and “Side”. The “Chem”
parameter is used to define the chemical state of an element in the grammar. The rules of
the grammar can be restricted or enabled based on the chemical states of elements they
could modify. Production of left and right handed structures is achieved by the use of the
“Side” parameter. “Side” is used as a multiplicative value for productions; it is set to a
positive or negative value to allow structure development to be mirrored along an axis.
For representing growth of progenitor cells for limb structures, a rule is implemented that
takes in an element to grow from and changes its “Chem” parameter so it doesn’t reactivate.
This then creates a new node with parameters derived from the original element. This
process is repeated for each new element constructed until a terminal state is reached and
all the progenitor elements have been produced.
Formation of the structures of the limb is reproduced by taking progenitor elements and
merging them into anatomical elements. When enough anatomical elements have formed
they are connected together to represent development of anatomical structures. Limb
formation completes when all structures are formed and connected.
The nodes “Name” and “Somite” are used to set the initial state of the system for the limb
bud to develop from.
Axiom = {Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:0,Pos:0.0|-1.0,Chem:1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:1,Pos:0.0|0.0,Chem:1,Side:1.0}{Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:2,Pos:0.0|1.0,Chem:1,Side:1.0}
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Figure 6: Initial axiom
With the initial axiom state set the rules start to produce progenitor elements for the limb
structures.
{Type:?,Name:Somite,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:1,Side:?} =
{Type:LNode(0|Type),Name:LNode(0|Name),ID:LNode(0|ID),Pos:LNode(0|Pos),Chem:2,Side:LNode(0|Side)}
{Type:Bone,Name:UArm,ID:appendID(LNode(0|ID)|1),Pos:V2Add(LNode(0|Pos)|Mul(1.0|LNode(0|Side))|0.0),
Chem:1,Side:LNode(0|Side)}

Figure 7: First progenitor elements produced.
This rule takes a somite structure, sets its “Chem” state to 1 so the rule doesn’t reactivate on
it and constructs a new progenitor element based on the somite element.
Productions continue this method of development defining new progenitor elements along
the limb bud.
{Type:?,Name:UArm,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:1,Side:?} =
{Type:LNode(0|Type),Name:LNode(0|Name),ID:LNode(0|ID),Pos:LNode(0|Pos),Chem:2,Side:LNode(0|Side)}
{Type:Muscle,Name:UMArm,ID:appendID(LNode(0|ID)|1),Pos:V2Add(LNode(0|Pos)|Mul(1.0|LNode(0|Side))|0.0),Chem:1,
Side:LNode(0|Side)}
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Figure 8: Second set of progenitor elements produced.
This stage of the limb development has released the progenitor elements for a muscular
structure. Now enough of the limb bud has grown, progenitor elements can start to merge
forming anatomical elements. The top of the humerus is the first anatomical element to
form by using the first set of progenitor elements.
{Type:?,Name:UArm,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:2,Side:?} {Type:?,Name:UArm,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:2,Side:?}
{Type:?,Name:UArm,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:2,Side:?} =
{Type:LNode(0|Type),Name:UpHumerus,ID:LNode(0|ID),Pos:V2Mul(V2Add(V2Add(LNode(0|Pos)|LNode(1|Pos))|LNode(2|
Pos))|0.333),Chem:1,Side:LNode(0|Side)}

Figure 9: First set of progenitor elements merge.
The growth represent has now developed enough anatomical elements to start forming the
first anatomical structures. Three somites and the top of the humerus are selected to form a
connection between the first somite identified and the top of the humerus.
{Type:?,Name:Somite,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:2,Side:?}{Type:?,Name:Somite,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:2,Side:?}
{Type:?,Name:Somite,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:2,Side:?}{Type:?,Name:UpHumerus,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:1,Side:?} =
{Type:LNode(0|Type),Name:LNode(0|Name),ID:LNode(0|ID),Pos:LNode(0|Pos),Chem:3,Side:LNode(0|Side)}
{Type:LNode(1|Type),Name:LNode(1|Name),ID:LNode(1|ID),Pos:LNode(1|Pos),Chem:3,Side:LNode(1|Side)}
{Type:LNode(2|Type),Name:LNode(2|Name),ID:LNode(2|ID),Pos:LNode(2|Pos),Chem:3,Side:LNode(2|Side)}
{Type:LNode(3|Type),Name:LNode(3|Name),ID:LNode(3|ID),Pos:LNode(3|Pos),Chem:2,Side:LNode(3|Side)}
{Type:Bone,ID:appendID(LNode(3|ID)|0),Con1:RNode(0|ID),Con2:RNode(3|ID),Side:LNode(0|Side)}
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Figure 10: Structure formed from merged elements.
This method of growth, merging and connecting continues forming more anatomical
structures.

Figure 11: Progenitor elements continue to form.

Figure 12: Triceps and biceps form from second set of progenitor cells.

Figure 13: Triceps and biceps connect to the top of the first merged structure.
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Figure 14: A humerus forms connecting via a hinge joint to the radius and ulna with the
triceps and biceps spanning the connection completing the upper arm development.

Figure 15: The forearm development completes with the development of the radius and ulna
and the growth of a muscle that connecting to both structures.

Figure 16: The development of all skeletal anatomy structures completes with the formation
of phalanges
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Figure 17: The final stage of development where all musculoskeletal structures have formed
and are connected.
This final axiom is as follows:
{Type:Node,Name:Somite,ID:0,Pos:1.0|-1.0,Chem:3,Side:1.0} {Type:Node,Name:Somite,ID:1,Pos:1.0|0.0,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Node,Name:Somite,ID:2,Pos:1.0|1.0,Chem:3,Side:1.0} {Type:Connection,ID:0.1.0,Con1:0,Con2:0.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:0.1.0,Con1:0.1,Con2:0.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:0.1.0,Con1:0.1,Con2:1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:UpHumerus,ID:0.1,Pos:1.998000|0.000000,Chem:5,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.0,Con1:0.1,Con2:0.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:LoHumerus,ID:0.1.1.1,Pos:3.996000|0.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Joint,Name:HingeJoint,ID:0.1.1.1.1,Pos:4.995000|0.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1,Con1:0.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Muscle,Name:Biceps,ID:0.1.1,Pos:3.000000|-1.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:0.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:0.1.1.1,Con1:0.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Muscle,Name:Triceps,ID:1.1.1,Pos:3.000000|0.500000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:1.1.1.1,Con1:1.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:UpUlna,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:6.000000|0.500000,Chem:6,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:UpRadius,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:6.000000|-1.000000,Chem:5,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:LoUlna,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:8.000000|0.500000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:LoRadius,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:8.000000|-1.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Joint,Name:SaddleJoint,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:8.991000|0.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
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{Type:Bone,Name:Carp1,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:10.000000|-1.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:Carp2,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:10.000000|0.500000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con1:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:MetaCarp1,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:11.000000|-1.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:MetaCarp2,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:11.000000|0.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:MetaCarp3,ID:2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:11.000000|1.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Connection,ID:2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Muscle,Name:DigitExtensor,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:6.993000|0.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:Phalage1,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:14.000000|-1.500000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:Phalage2,ID:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:14.000000|0.000000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:Phalage3,ID:2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Pos:14.000000|1.500000,Chem:3,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.0,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}
{Type:MuscleConnection,ID:0.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con1:0.1.1.1.1.1.1,Con2:2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,Side:1.0}

The results from this method of generating this limb structure shows that an abstract
embryological development process can be created using a grammatical approach. This
method has the benefit of generating complex anatomical structures from the rules and
elements of a grammar.
This is a major contribution of this thesis, as present techniques do not allow for the use of
embryological processes to be implemented in the formation of grammar elements and
structures.
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7.3 Production Variation:

Variation in productions was achieved by modifying parameters of elements and rules. The
productions of section 7.2 are modified to result in an elongated limb structure:
Original rule:
{Type:?,Name:UMArm,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:1,Side:?} =
{Type:LNode(0|Type),Name:LNode(0|Name),ID:LNode(0|ID),Pos:LNode(0|Pos),Chem:2,Side:LNode(0|Side)}{Ty
pe:BNode,Name:UArmE,ID:appendID(LNode(0|ID)|1),Pos:V2Add(LNode(0|Pos)|Mul(1.0|LNode(0|Side))|0.0),
Chem:1,Side:LNode(0|Side)}

Figure 18: Final stage of unmodified arm development.
Modified rule:
{Type:?,Name:UMArm,ID:?,Pos:?,Chem:1,Side:?} =
{Type:LNode(0|Type),Name:LNode(0|Name),ID:LNode(0|ID),Pos:LNode(0|Pos),Chem:2,Side:LNode(0|Side)}
{Type:Bone,Name:UArmE,ID:appendID(LNode(0|ID)|1),Pos:V2Add(LNode(0|Pos)|Mul(3.0|LNode(0|Side))|0.0)
,Chem:1,Side:LNode(0|Side)}

Figure 19: Final stage of a modified arm development.
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This modification of a rule produces a longer humerus structure which in turn elongates the
entire limb. By modifying the initial axiom to include three more somites with their “Side”
values set to -1, production generates two limb structures.
Axiom = {Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:0,Pos:1.0|-1.0,Chem:1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:1,Pos:1.0|0.0,Chem:1,Side:1.0} {Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:2,Pos:1.0|1.0,Chem:1,Side:1.0}
{Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:3,Pos:-1.0|-1.0,Chem:1,Side:-1.0} {Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:4,Pos:-1.0|0.0,Chem:1,Side:1.0} {Type:Bone,Name:Somite,ID:5,Pos:-1.0|1.0,Chem:1,Side:-1.0}

Figure 20: Final stage of arm development applied to two sets of three somites.
These results show variation of productions through simple modifications of rules and the
initial state of the system. This has the benefit of allowing users to reuse productions in
generating new structures for a creature or generating a new creature with similar
morphology.

7.4. Summary:

The implementation adopted in this research is capable of representing elements of
anatomy, including anatomical structures through connections of the anatomy elements. It
is also possible for this implementation to simulate embryological development of a limb
structure with added functionality that allows for modification to the implementation rules
and initial axiom to produce a variation in the final morphology.
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8. Conclusion:

This research began with an investigation into the present techniques for creature
generation. The investigation was able to identify that this area of research does not have a
large background or properly established conventions for the generation of creatures. A
general lack of reference to anatomical structures of creatures and a complete lack of
reference to embryological development were also identified.
Based upon these gaps in the present implementations, an analysis was performed to
establish if anatomy and embryology are able to aid in the development of a creature
generation technique.
The analysis of anatomy and embryology covered interesting structures, possible
problematic structures and attempted to identify the process of structural development in
human anatomy. The areas covered were related to the development of a grammatical
approach. The analysis identified that a complete anatomical structure could be
represented by terminal elements and connections in a grammar and that the embryological
development of creatures fits perfectly within the frame of a grammatical approach for
creature generation.
Based on the analysis, a grammatical approach was developed to generate anatomical
structures from an embryological process. The grammatical approach was not a unique form
of grammar, it merely combined functionality of previously developed grammars. The
functions included parameterisation, context sensitivity, splitting and merging.
Using the newly developed grammar anatomy elements and structures were able to be
represented and the development of a limb structure that had a musculoskeletal system and
three digits was generated. This limb structure was also easily modified and reused to allow
for variations in morphology.
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8.1 Discussion and Future work:

The results achieved in this research show a capability of grammars to generate creature
structures based on embryological development. Because embryological processes may
often show similar characteristics between creatures, a further investigation into the ability
of this approach to achieve speciation of creature morphologies would be an interesting way
to test the limits of this implementation. If speciation could be achieved through the use of
grammars, it could allow for large sets of detailed creature morphologies of similar
structures to be generated in a timely manner.
As the embryological process is able to be reproduced accurately and quickly using this
approach, this could potentially mean that a grammatical approach could be a used as a
teaching resource for embryology. Depending on the flexibility of the grammatical approach
it could generate mutations of embryos to convey how certain medical conditions occur in
animals and humans. If the grammar allows for easy alteration it could be used as an
interactive tool for students to experiment with how different mutations effect the growth
of an embryo.
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